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SUMMARY OF
LXI INTERNATIONAL
PRESIDENTS’ MEETING
Five amazing days spent on presentations,

POST-IPM MATERIALS

discussions, exercises and countless

All of the presentations have been

working groups - LXI and the last

uploaded on the Officers’ portal. You can

International Presidents’ Meeting is

find them in BEE tab in Webinars &

officially done! We created new chapter on

Presentations section. Remember that you

ELSA history and it’s just the beginning of

can also review the IPM Minutes as soon

our journey.

as published.

The winner of the
OYOP
Presentation
Contest is…

However, IPM was not only about the
workshops. We had a lot of social sessions,
games and energizers! Thank you for your
efforts to make this event remarkable.

ELSA Spain!

Congratulations for ELSA Spain and their
amazing OYOP presentation! Immunity for
ICM waits for you!
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Do you have a minute?
We all know the value of feedback. Thanks to it
we can create even better projects meeting
expectations of our participants.
I would like to ask for your input regarding to
online internal meetings. Please, fill the IPM
evaluation form out! Even if you didn’t attend
the event you can still share with us your ideas
for organisation such initiatives.
Deadline: 30th of September!
Participants if the IPM know that we also started
collecting data regarding to BEE Toolkit.
Together with Carl, our Coordinator for BEE
Toolkit, we would like to adapt all of the
materials to your needs. Please, share your
inputs by filling this questionnaire - BEE Toolkit and help us develop the BEE knowledge
management actions.
Deadline: 30th of September!
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EXTERNAL RELATIONS
TRAINING!
Taking into consideration our new upgraded approach for external relations I would like to
provide you with the support in creating your own strategies. Doesn’t matter if you start
from the scratch or think only about improving details - everyone knows how demanding
this task is. But… sharing is caring!
I will be more than glad to explain the entire procedure during individual calls, offering you
small online training sessions. For you, your Directors, Assistants or Board members. If you
believe that handbooks and written materials is not enough for you, just approach and we
will schedule a meeting to discuss all of your ideas and concerns.
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Milestones

NEW PARTNER
GENERATOR
We are happy to announce new partnership! ELSA decided to cooperate with Generator
Hostels - boutique accommodation brand in the most central locations across the Europe.

ELSA members received 20% discount from the Best Available Rate
at the time of booking on all accommodation options.

Locations include Dublin, London, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Berlin,
Venice, Barcelona, Paris, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Rome, Madrid.

All bookings must be made via www.staygenerator.com using
promotion code „ELSA”

The promotion is valid till December 31, 2021.
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BEE evening sessions
COVID-19 pandemic doesn’t allow us to meet in
person but we are much more creative than this!
To prove that we can be in touch and apply the
social distancing principle in the same time I
officially announce the start of „BEE evening
sessions”! Each second Friday of the month all
BEE officers are invited to join online socials. We
will discuss the hot topics, share the latest
gossips but above all getting to know each other
even better. There’s no agenda or time schedule
- we can do whatever we want!
I hope you enjoy the idea! Feel free to share your
inputs for the meetings and stay tuned for more
information.
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NEW PROJECT
CAREER LAUNCH
Do you remember about Career Launch?

organisations there’s no better choice for

Our newest AA&STEP baby, product of

you this autumn. Cycle of webinars

Professional Development is doing well!

finished with mock interviews sesssion,

If you’re interested in combination of

everything run by the professionals. Can

theoretical knowledge and practical skills

be better?

and want to get some information about
the career in private international

Check it out!

Registration
is open until
27th of September

careerlaunch.elsa.org
We are waiting for you!
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Contact

Let’s Connect

BEE Team 2020/2021

Boulevard Général Jacques 239
Brussels B-1050, Belgium

president@elsa.org

+32 646 2626
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